
Generalized Finite-Difference Schemes

By Blair Swartz* and Burton Wendroff**

Abstract. Finite-difference schemes for initial boundary-value problems for

partial differential equations lead to systems of equations which must be solved at

each time step. Other methods also lead to systems of equations. We call a method

a generalized finite-difference scheme if the matrix of coefficients of the system is

sparse. Galerkin's method, using a local basis, provides unconditionally stable,

implicit generalized finite-difference schemes for a large class of linear and nonlinear

problems. The equations can be generated by computer program. The schemes will,

in general, be not more efficient than standard finite-difference schemes when such

standard stable schemes exist. We exhibit a generalized finite-difference scheme for

Burgers' equation and solve it with a step function for initial data. |

1. Well-Posed Problems and Semibounded Operators. We consider a system

of partial differential equations of the following form:

(1.1) du/dt = Au + f,

where u = (iti(a;, t), ■ ■ -, umix, t)),f = ifxix, t), ■ • -,fmix, t)), and A is a matrix of

partial differential operators in x — ixx, • • -, xn),

A = Aix,t,D) = JjüiD',

D<= id/dXx)h--Yd/dxn)in,

aiix, t) = a,-,...i„(a;, t) = matrix .

Equation (1.1) is assumed to hold in some n-dimensional region Í2 with boundary

An initial condition is imposed in ti,

(1.2) uix, 0) = uoix) ,       xEV.

The boundary conditions are that there is a collection (B of operators Bix, D) such

that

(1.3) Bix,D)u = 0,       xEdti,B<E(2>.

We assume the operator A satisfies the following condition : There exists a scalar

product {,) such that for all sufficiently smooth functions <¡>ix) which satisfy (1.3),

(1.4) 2 Re {A4,, <t>) ^ C(<b, <p),       0 < t ^ T ,

where C is a constant independent of <p. An operator A satisfying (1.4) is called semi-

bounded. A general theory of such operators is given by Kreiss [6], Lions [7], and
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in the case C = 0 by Lumer and Phillips [8] (see also Yosida [15]). If the operator A

is independent of t, and if / = 0, this condition is essentially necessary and sufficient

for the solution operator to form a semigroup on a suitable space; therefore (1.4)

is not really a restriction for physically interesting problems.

It now follows from (1.1) that

{ut, u) 4- {u, ut) — id/dt)(u, u) ^ C(u, u) 4- 2|(/, u)\ ,

or

J-N2^(C7 4-l)||u||24-||/||2.

Therefore,

(1.5) ||M(í)l|2á6(C+1,í||M(0)||2 + /íe(C+1Kí-'')||/(í')l|2dí'-
•'o

In other words, we have an energy inequality for the solution w(£), which means that

our problem is well posed.

A trivial example of a semibounded operator is the scalar operator

A = -d/dx 4-<r,        x > 0,

with boundary condition w(0, t) = 0, for if we put {u, v) = Ja0 uvdx, then

(Au,u)= — j   ujidx 4- /   auudx
■'o •'o

Thus,

= — |w(a)|24- /   uuxdx 4- /   ouudx
J o •'o

= —{Au, u) — |w(a)|2 4- 2 /   Heouüdx
J o

2 Re {Au, u) ^ 2 max |cr|(w, u) .

The classical linear equations of mathematical physics, with suitable boundary

conditions, are all based on semibounded operators. In a later section we discuss an

extension of this notion to nonlinear equations, in particular Burgers' equation.

2. An Approximating System of Ordinary Differential Equations. Let <t>i{x),

i = 1, 2, • • -, N, be linearly independent functions (vector-valued) satisfying (1.3).

In the applications each <¿>¿ will depend on N, but this dependence is suppressed for

notational simplicity.

We seek a function vix, t) of the form

(2.1) v{x,t) = 2>,(*)*<(a;).

This function will be the solution of the following system of ordinary differential

equations

(2.2) {vt-Av-f,<t>i) = 0,        i=l,2,---,N.

Multiplying the ith equation by c¿ and summing we have
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(2.3) (vt - Av -/,»>- 0 .

It follows immediately that v (a;, t) satisfies the energy inequality (1.5).

The initial condition on v (a;, t) may be taken to be

(2.4) {v, <pí) = {uix, 0), <pí) ,       i = 1, 2, - - -,N .

In that case

{vi0),vi0)) = {ui0),vi0)) ^ \\ui0)\\\\vi0)\\ ,

or

(2.5) ||»(0)|| ^ ||«(0)|| .

It follows from the energy inequality that ||t/(i) || is uniformly bounded for 0 < t á T,

independently of the choice of (pi.

To discuss the convergence of vix, t) to uix, t), let wix, t) be any function of the

form wix, t) — 23 Wi{f)$i{x) and let Lu = du/dt — Au — f. Then

H« - »Il á ||tt - «Il 4- \\w - v\\ .

Now, let e = v — w. Then, {Lv — Lw, e) = —{Lw, e), and

^||e||2áC||e||2 + 2|<Ltt,,e>|.

So e(í) satisfies (1.5) with u replaced by e and / by Lw. Therefore we have

convergence in the norm, as N —» », if for each N there exists a function wix, t) =

23 Wiit) <f>i{x) such that ||u> — t>||(0) —» 0 and

||tt-w||-»0,        p/w||-»0

uniformly in t. This means that w(a;, i) must be well approximated by linear combi-

nations of the (pi.

It is also possible to obtain an a posteriori error estimate. Let 8 = u — v. Since

Lu = 0, {Lu — Lv, 8) = —{Lv, 8), therefore

(2.6) ||5(í)||2 á e<c+1,'||ô(0)||2 4- f e(0f0(*-,')||Le||,<tt' .
•'o

The existence of this error estimate makes this method particularly attractive;

however, we do not pursue this any further in this paper. The system (2.2) is dis-

cussed in Lions [7].

3. An Approximating Discrete System. The differential equations obtained in

the preceding section can only be solved numerically ; therefore one might as well

start out by replacing the time derivative by a difference quotient. We do this as

follows: Let vnix) be a function of the form

(3.0) VUix)   =   J2cyn<Piix).

For each n let

(3.1) <>+1 -Y - A it+1/2) ^ ivn+1 + vn) - fAt, 4«y = 0 ,    i = 1, 2, • • •, N .

A different system is considered by Lions [7]. We take initially
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(3.2) {Y, <t>i) = {uo, 4>i) .

The matrix (</>,-, (pf) is positive definite, so (3.2) has a unique solution {ci°, • • -,

cjv0}. Suppose the c¿" have been found. Then (3.1) has a unique solution if and only

if the system

{vn+i - Aitn+1'2) Afon+1/2, <pi) = 0

has only the trivial solution. Multiplying by 5/+1 and summing we have

{Y+\ vn+1) = {AAtvn+1/2, vn+1) .

Then

(„"+1, „"+1) = Re {AAtvn+1/2, vn+1)

=g iAtC/4:){vn+1, vn+1) .

Thus, if

(3.3) CAt < 4 ,

(3.1) has a unique solution.

We obtain an energy inequality from (3.1) by multiplying by (c¿n+1 4- Ci") and

summing over i. This leads to

II   n+l 112 ||   n||2   ^   /-, ¿±l \i   n+1     i       n\i2    >      » ,\ i j,     n+1    ,       n\\
\\v     ||   - p II    è C-r \v +   4- v ||   4- Ai|</, V T   4- v )\ .

Using the Schwarz inequality, the triangle inequality, and dividing by ||yn+1|| 4-

||wn|| we get

(3.« ir.,|Sl±||!Z|F|1 + _AL_||/||.

This implies that

(3.5) FU Ú KxiAt, t)\\Y\\ 4- ( max ||/|| W2(Ai, ¿)

where

lim KxiAt, t) = eCi/2,        lim K^At, t) = /   ec<,-'')/2di'.
A Í-.0 A Í-.0 J 0

Let u>"(x) = 23 wxn(piix). Let

n+1 n ,

r w        — W 1     . ,   „+i „.
Lu; =-—--77Aiw+ +w)-f.

Then, similarly as in Section 2, if as N —» °o, Ai —» 0,

(3.6) |]tt(nAí) - wn\\ -» 0 ,        ||t>° - u>°|| -> 0 ,

and

(3.7) ||Iu>||-*0

uniformly in n, nAt < T, for some tt>n(a:), we have convergence.

We have exploited the semiboundedness of the differential operator A to obtain
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a convergent discrete scheme. This has also been done by Kreiss [6] in a different

way.

4. Approximating Systems of Higher Order in Time. The system (3.1) has been

shown to be convergent as N —> °o, ¿ —>■ 0 if (3.6) and (3.7) hold. We might, how-

ever, keep N fixed and think of (3.1) as an approximation to (2.2). In that case there

are approximations of higher order in Ai that might be considered. Suppose that

/ = 0 and A is independent of t. Then there is no loss of generality in assuming that

C = 0, in which case we have ||vn+1|| ^ ||i>B||.

Now, let

(4.1) P= {{cpj,^)},

(4.2) Q= {{A(bj,(pi)}.

Then (2.2) becomes

(4.3) dc/dt = P~lQc s Se ,

where c(¿) = (ci(i), ■ • -, cat(í)). Let

{c, d) = (23 Ci(pi{x), 23 di<pi{x))

and let \\S\\ be the induced norm. From (3.1) we have

cn+x = (j _ ms/2)-1 {I 4- AtS/2)Y .

Since

¡Icn+1|| = lkn+1||

we have shown that

|(7 - AtS/2)-\l 4- AíS/2)|| Ú 1.

Let r{z) be a diagonal element of the Padé table for ez. Then ||r(SAi)|| ^ 1 (see

Thomeé [14]) and cn+1 = r{SAt)cn will be a stable (in N and Ai) discretization of

(4.3). By choosing the right riz), the truncation error (for fixed N), will be O(Ai)'

for any I.

5. Nonlinear Problems. Much of the previous discussion can be extended to

nonlinear problems. Suppose the problem is

(5.1) ut = Aiu) + f,

where A (tt) is a nonlinear operator. Suppose further that

(5.2) 2 Re {A (m) - A (it), u - tí) ^ C{u - ü,u - u) .

Then (5.1) is well posed, for if u, ü are two solutions corresponding to different

initial data, and if 5 = u — U, then

^H5||2áC||S||2,

so that we again have an energy inequality.

An example of an operator satisfying (5.2) is
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A{u) = dx /(l°'     fiy) - ° '       U{0) = U{1) = ° •

We set up a nonlinear approximating discrete system as follows :

(5.3) {vn+1 - Y - AtA ((yn+1 4- Y)/2) - Ai/, *,■> = 0 ,    i - 1, 2, • • ■, N .

Let c = (ci"+1, • • -, CATnfl)> and let P = {{4>j, #),J. Then (5.3) can be rewritten as

(5.4) c + Gic) = 26

where

&i = c/l + Ai23(TJ-1)i;(/,4>y>,

(0(c)), = a - 2At Ç (T^hKa^1^   J> &> ■

For any vectors c, c" in e*v, let v(a;) = 23 c¿0,(a;), #(a;) = 23 £$&), and let

(c, 5) = <t>, 8). Then (c, £) = 23< (T'c) A so

(<?(C) - QM, c-C) = {v--v,v-~v)- 4Ai<^(4^) - a(*±£), ^> -

Therefore.

Re iGic) - GiS), c - C) è (1 - CAi/2)(t> - 8, i; - C> ̂  0

if CAi < 2.

Thus, Gic) is a monotone operator in the sense of Minty [9]. Minty proves, for

Hubert spaces, not just e^, that (5.4) has a unique solution if C?(c) is monotone.

Of course (5.4) will have to be solved by iteration. In the numerical example

considered in the next section a form of nonlinear successive substitution was used.

We conjecture that there is some "natural" iteration which is sure to be convergent.

A nonlinear problem which does not quite fit the hypothesis of semiboundedness

is provided by Burgers' equation:

(5.5) A (tt) = euxx — uux ,    / = 0 ,    e > 0

with boundary conditions u(0) = w(l) = 0. It is shown in Lions [7] that if

{u,v)= I   uix)vix)dx ,
J0

then (A(m) — Aití), u — tí) ^ C(tt)(w — U, u — tí). In this case the constant C(tt)

depends on one of the functions. However, we can still make a statement about

convergence; we now require in addition to (3.6), (3.7), that Ciwn) ^ const for
n At á T,N -> oo.

There are some practical questions concerning the use of (5.3). Suppose that

{u, v) = / uix)vix)dx. Then, except in very simple cases, the numbers {Aiv), 4>i)

should be generated by quadrature formulas. That is to say, if gix) = Aiv)ix) then

(5.6) {A iv), 4>i) S 23 ocj9ÍXj)4>iixf)

with suitable weights {a;}, and nodes x¡. In this way the equations (5.4) can be

formed by a computer program. Done in this way, however, the method is very
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inefficient, for (A{v), <pi) must be recomputed at each iteration. Even in the linear

case {Av, 4>i) must be recomputed at each time step if the coefficients of the differ-

ential equation depend on i (but see above (5.4)).

One possibility for speeding things up is to replace A {v) ix) by a linear combina-

tion of the 4>i, by interpolation. Probably, however, some derivatives should be

removed by integration by parts. For example, for Burgers' equation

(5.7) f {u^^idx = - Í u2^dx.
Jo J p       ox

Now replace u2ix) by 23 dtipi{x), so that j 4>iid4>i/dx)dx need be computed only

once. This seems to work in this case (see next section). In general, of course, we

would be perturbing the operator A, and there is no guarantee that the problem is

stable with respect to such a perturbation.

6. Local Bases and Generalized Finite-Difference Schemes. We now observe

that in many cases an inner product under which the operator A is semibounded is

given by an integral over the set 0. Therefore, if each ¡p, vanishes outside some small

set O,, the matrices derived from (3.1) are sparse. The analogy with finite-difference

schemes becomes more direct if there are, say, N of the Xi in Í2 such that <t>jixi) = 8ij\

for then the c," in (3.0) are vnix/) and, through (3.1), become approximations to

w(x„ nAi). Similarly, other unknowns might be the derivatives of v in various

directions. In other cases (like that of the splines to be discussed), although

4>iixi) 7a àij> v mav still be regarded as giving a smooth interpolation of a function

which approximates u{x, nAt) at the x¿. The 0,- to be considered here, then, are

functions whose support in £2 is small and which satisfy the boundary conditions

(1.3). The matrix problem then generated by (3.1) we shall call a generalized finite-

difference scheme. The set of functions {¡pi} is called a local basis.

We now restrict our attention to one space dimension, reserving a comment on

higher dimensional problems for the end.

As an example of (3.1) we consider the heat equation using piecewise linear

approximations. That is, we consider

(6 1} ut = uxx,   ix, t) £ (0, 1) X (0, T] ;

w(0, t) = tt(l, t) = 0,   w(a;, 0) = uo{x) .

The operator A = d2/dx2 is semibounded with respect to the inner product

if, 9) = Jlffidx, with constant C = 0. Let h = 1/N, and let <¡>¡ be the local basis
for piecewise linear interpolation of a function at a;,- = i/N, i = 1,2, • • -, N— 1 :

9ii%) = {x — Xi_x)/h ,   a;,_i ;£ x ^ x¡,

(6.2) = {xi+i — x)/h ,   Xi giá Xi+x,

= 0 ,    otherwise .

Since <piixj) = Sa the coefficients c," of (3.0) may be regarded as vtn — t>"(a:t). We

make a weak extension of ô^/ôa;2 to continuous, piecewise differentiable functions

v by setting

Í1 l

{d2v/dx2, w) = —   I   vxwx 4- vxw
J 0 0
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(Although the piecewise linear functions are not in the domain of A = 32/3x2 we

have selected them for our example because the inner product, as extended, is

quite easy to calculate and yields by (3.1) a matrix problem which bears a very

strong resemblance to a quite reasonable finite-difference scheme.) Applying (3.1)

we obtain equations which are (with the notation y¿,( = (y,n+1 — vY)/ At and vis =

ivni+x - 2vS + vYx)/h2)

(6.3) (t)(»*H.i + 4»«.i + »*-i.O = (IX^1 + «&) •

(Next to the boundaries, (6.3) is to be regarded as holding with v0n = vNn = 0, all ri.)

If Ai = \h2 this is equivalent to (5) on page 189 of Richtmyer and Morton [10]

with 8 = 1/2 — 1/6X; thus is quite close to their accurate and stable scheme (6)

where 8 = 1/2 — 1/12X. The initial condition (3.2) amounts to integral least squares

approximation of the initial data by piecewise linear functions.

Because â2/ôa;2 remains (weakly) semibounded on the piecewise C1 functions,

the proof that ||t;n+1|| á \\vn\\ of Section 3 holds. Our convergence analysis breaks

down, however, for ||32y/5a;2|| remains undefined.

Suppose, now, the boundary conditions in (6.1) are of the form

(6.4) Mx(0, t) = a0w(0, i) ,       Mi(l, i) = — Oitt(l, t) ;   a0, ax ^ 0 ,

(for which A = dz/dx2 remains semibounded as before). A local basis, yp,, for the

space of piecewise linear functions satisfying (6.4) is given by ypi = #»-, 2 jg i ^

N — 2; together with the linear combination, ypx, of <po and <px which satisfies (6.4)

and ypxixx) — 1, plus a similar linear combination, fa-i, of <px-x and 4>n- It is seen

that y(0) and v(l) do not enter the resulting matrix problem; from the difference

equation viewpoint the "boundary" equations have already been substituted in

the "interior" equations. However, one can regard the resulting matrix equation as

(6.3) at each interior mesh point together with two additional equations for

v0n = y(0) and VNn = v{l) °f the form

(»" — von)/h = [a0 + 0{h)]vxn ;

(l>iVB — VN-x)/h =  [-Oi + 0(/l)Kr-l .

Other schemes, probably more accurate at the boundaries, could be found by placing

the boundary h/2 from its interior neighbor or by using local bases for piecewise

quadratic (or higher degree) interpolation near each boundary. The support of the

latter local basis functions spreads farther than h into the interior; thus, from the

difference scheme view, they let more interior mesh points interact with the bound-

ary data.

We should emphasize that we do not necessarily intend that the user of this

method explicitly calculate the coefficients of the matrix problems, as we have done

in (6.3). Rather, we expect the coefficients to be obtained by numerical quadrature.

As we have indicated in Section 5, this will be very inefficient unless the coefficients

of the differential operator are independent of t, or unless one is willing to replace

those coefficients by functions of the form 23 «¡(0l3<Wi in which case the quadra-

tures need be done only once.

Before leaving the piecewise linear approximations for higher order ones we

wish to consider another example : that of Burgers' equation

ut 4- uux — euxx = 0 .
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It was indicated in Section 5 that the space operator is semibounded in the sense

of (5.2) under the inner product (/, g) = ¡\ fgdx with appropriate boundary con-

ditions. Applying the previously discussed piecewise linear technique we arrive

at the matrix problem,   (in the notation preceding  (6.3)  together with V£ =

ivi+i - Vi-x)/2h),

0 = ivi+x.t + ivi,t + Vi-i,t)/6

(6.5) 4- h[viivi+i + v" + vYx)/3 - evnxx]

ilvi     ivilx + Vi T  + i>¿-i)/3 - evxx ] .

As initial data we used

uoix) = 1 ,    0 Ú x < 1/2,

= 0 ,   1/2 ^ x ^ 1 ;

and took v{x) at i = 0 to be the integral least squares piecewise linear approximation

to Uoix). (It might be noted that this type of approximation exhibits symmetric

Gibbs phenomenon of about 13% of the jump at each corner of the discontinuity.)

Cole [4] exhibits the exact solution of Burgers' equation with such discontinuous

data for the pure initial-value problem; it is a wave traveling to the right at velocity

1/2 which has the shape (asymptotically, as t becomes large) of [1 — tanh (a:/4«)]/2.

We considered, however, the boundary-value problem, fixing w(0, i) = 1 and

w(l, i) =. 0. Rather than subtract off, say, 1 — x to make the boundary data homo-

geneous by putting a source in the equation, we simply formed (6.5) by applying

(3.1) with

N

vi%) = 23 e?4>iix) ,   Co" = 1, cY = 0 ;
¿=0

taking inner products only with the 4>i of (6.2) with i = 1, ■ • -, N — 1.

The matrix problem was solved at each time step by making a guess of Vin+i

using (6.5) with the average of vt replaced by vi¡t and all space differences taken at

time n At, then applying the following nonlinear successive displacement technique :

regarding (6.5) as a system of equations giivn+l) = 0; replace Vin+l by t\"+1 —

giivn+l)/[dgi/dVin+\vn+ï)], and sweep from right to left (i = N - 1, N - 2, ■ ■ -, 1).

Convergence of this process to the solution of (6.5) generally occurred in 6 to 8

sweeps (convergence was judged complete when (6.5) was satisfied with a maximum

error of 10~4). Sweeping from left to right took perhaps 3 times as many sweeps to

attain comparable convergence.

Some of the results are indicated in Fig. 1. Fig. la is a graph of the initial data

with h = 1/100. The half-width of the final traveling wave of this amplitude may

be estimated from Cole's solution as 9e to 14e (depending on whether one can

discriminate between 1% or 0.1% of the wave height and 0, respectively). Fig. lb

indicates the final form (taken at t = 1/2) of the traveling wave calculated using

(6.5) with e = 3 X 10-3, At = h = 1/100. Fig. lc shows the result under similar

conditions with e = 7.5 X 10-3. Experiments with other parameters indicate (as

might be expected) that, when the wave width is less than about Ah or 5h, permanent

oscillations are found in the shape of the numerical solution in back of the crest.
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Figure 1. The significant part of some piecewise linear approximate solutions to Burgers'

equation using (6.5) /with At = h = 1/100.

Anticipating that with a more complex set of basis functions or a more involved

nonlinear term, one would really like to compute the inner products once and for all

(rather than recomputing those involving the nonlinear terms at each time step),

we tried expressing uux in Burgers' equation as \iu2)x, interpolating u2 as 23 tt.-V,.,

and then using (5.7). The resulting matrix problem is remarkably like (6.5); being

obtained from it by replacing ivi+1 + »< + »¿_i)/3 by {vi+1 4- »<_i)/2. The numerical

results are essentially the same.
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We now turn to the use of local bases which, if applied to interpolate a smooth

function of one space variable, would yield more accurate approximations than

piecewise linear interpolations do.

The first example is the local basis for local two-point Hermite interpolation of

degree 2k 4- 1 (see, for example Ciariet, Schultz, and Varga [3]). The coefficients

may be regarded as y(xt), v'ix/), ■ ■ ■, v^ix/). The local basis is two mesh intervals

wide. Each element, 4>a, is a polynomial of degree 2fc 4- 1 between the xt = i/N;

is in Ck[0, 1]; is identically zero outside [x;_i, a;i+i]; and satisfies

<*>!•? {xi-x) = <YY ixi+x) = 0 ,       <YY (.Xi) = 8¡i,   I, j = 0, • • •, k; i = 0, • • •, N .

For a given mesh size, h = 1/N, there are about (fc 4- 1)N elements in the basis;

and the (fc 4- 1)^ X (& + 1)N matrices which result from integral inner products

have band widths of 4fc 4- 3. Error bounds for the interpolation of / G C2i+2[0, 1]

are of the form

H/«» _ £ f¡\xi)^\U Û Oih2k+2~l),     0£l£2k+l.
i.j

The second example of such a local basis is the basis for polynomial spline

interpolation of degree m = 2fc or 2k 4- 1 (see, e. g., Schoenberg [11, p. 71], [12],

and de Boor [5]). There are roughly N basis functions. Each element </>,• vanishes

outside an interval of width (m 4- l)h, is strictly positive inside that interval, and

is in Cm-1[0, 1]. The roughly N X N matrices which result from integral inner prod-

ucts also have a band width of 2m 4- 1. Error bounds for some forms of spline

interpolation of / G Cm+1[0, 1] have been shown to be of the same order as those

for the corresponding Hermite interpolation: ||/(i) — 23 c^'IL â Oihm+1~l), 0 ^ I

;£ m (see, e. g., Swartz [13]).

Now, it is clear that we can satisfy any homogeneous boundary condition by

only including those basis functions which are identically zero at the boundary; it

is just as clear that we would be leaving out too many basis functions. In other

words, we would be satisfying extra boundary conditions which would, in general,

reduce the accuracy of our solution. So, we must find linear combinations of basis

functions which satisfy the given boundary conditions, but, roughly speaking, not

any others. We do this as follows for the scalar case : suppose the differential oper-

ator, A, is of order a; and suppose the boundary condition at x — 0 is

(6.6) [BuKO) s (Z^D')tt](0) = 0,

where £ is a nonempty subset of {0, 1, • • -, o — 1} (this restriction on the order of

B is not essential); bi ^ 0, l G £•

Consider first a local Hermite basis of degree 2k 4- 1 not less than 2o 4- 1 (so

that A may be applied without difficulty). If £ consists of a single integer, I, simply

drop <poi from the collection of <pi¡. Otherwise, let £' be £ without its largest integer,

I'. Define

^o,¡ = 4>o,i~ — bi'<po,i/bi,    Zin£',

= <l>o,i,    I in {0, 1, • • ■, o — 1} — £ ;

then the a — 1 ypo.i satisfy (6.6) and have their support in [0, h]. Similarly, o — 1

ypNi may be defined using the boundary condition at a; = 1. These (2a — 2) func-
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tions, together with the im, j = 0, • • ■, k; i = 1, N — 1, and the remaining <p0j,

4>nj, o- ú j Ú k, are used as a basis.

A similar sort of trick works for the splines of degree m ä a + 1. For, by the

work above, it suffices to show that there are splines ypi whose support lies in [0, a;m+i]

and which satisfy ^j(/)(0) = 8¡i, 0 ^ j, I ^ m. Now, if

(i)+m - r,   t ^ 0 ,

= 0 ,    otherwise ;

then the functions (l 4- 1 — x)+m, 0 ^ I g m are splines with the required limited

support. Since the determinant of the matrix

[Mkl] = {[{I + 1 - x)Yn]WiO)] ,    0^k,l^m

is proportional to a Vandermonde determinant, the required ypi exist.

Turning to the more general case, we now suppose m is a M-dimensional vector;

and that there are K boundary conditions at a; = 0 :

(¿&"XDxyi(0)=0,       K = 1,...,K;
(6.7) LVx=0 '  J

&"x = [bt\ ,       0 ^\^L,1 ^ ß,P ^ M .

Here L would be o — 1 in general. Let 4>i be the set of L 4- 1 linearly independent

scalar functions satisfying (as before)

(DV)(0) = i.x,        0gt,XgL;

and define M unit M-vectors

e„ = [8,Y ,        UM|I,

We wish to find as many linear combinations of the (L 4- 1)217 vectors, (p.e^, as we

can which satisfy (6.7) and are linearly independent. Thus, if ^ = 23 O'n^ß,,, the

numbers at/1 should satisfy the K vector equations

0 =  23 &"V,.[DV](0K ,    1 ̂  k^K.

Hence we are looking for all linearly independent solutions to the KM homogeneous

linear equations
L       M

0 = E  23 fcîiax»,    1úkúK,1^p^M ,

in the (L 4- 1)Ü7 unknowns, a\v. Presumably the solutions would be found numeri-

cally (rather than analytically as we did below (6.6) where K — M = 1).

Local bases can also be constructed in more than one space dimension, with an

integral scalar product. It is not clear how to construct them so that they do not

satisfy extra restrictive boundary conditions. It is hoped that the method of splitting

(see Richtmyer and Morton [10, pp. 216-217]) will provide a way of reducing multi-

dimensional problems to sequences of one dimensional problems.
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